EAST BAY OPEN STREETS
PRESENTS

LOVE OUR NEIGHBORHOOD DAY
SAT MAY 30, 2015 11 AM TO 4 PM
ALONG SAN PABLO AVENUE FROM ASHBY TO STANFORD

NORTH ZONE

- BAY ARE BIKES 
  BIKE DEMOS
- BERKELEY BICYCLE PLAN
- BERKELEY MASSAGE & ACUPUNCTURE
- BUY LOCAL BERKELEY/WEST BERKELEY DESIGN LOOP 
  GAMES & GIVEAWAYS
- CELLOJOE 
  PEDAL-POWERED MUSIC (11:30–3:30)
- FILILOS DE BIMBA CALIFORNIA
- BAY ARE SCHOOL OF CARPEDIEM
  DANCE & INTERACTIVE DEMONSTRATION (12:30–3:30)
- GENZE BY MAHIHINDRA 
  tester Drive Electric Bikes
- THE GREENE DINER 
  SCREEN PRINTING
- HONORI JUDO 
  GAMES & DEMONSTRATIONS

CENRAL ZONE

- 510 FAMILIES 
  ACTUAL CAFÉ
- ADELINE YOGA STUDIO 
  ANKRRA STYLE 
  JEWELRY MAKING CLASS
- BAY ARE AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
- BERKELEY CHESS SCHOOL
- BERKELEY HALF MARATHON
- BERKELEY WAYNARD ACADEMY
  Student Science Experiments & Crafting
- BIKE EAST BAY
  CITY CASH BOX
- CITY OF EMERYVILLE 
  INTERACTIVE FUN
- CITY SLICKER FARMS 
  GARDENING ACTIVITY
- CLIP KID GIVEAWAYS
- COMMUNITY DEMOCRACY PROJECT
  COMMUNITY STORY BOARD
- EVENT HQ 
  PRESS AREA
- FIRERAINS INSURANCE 
  GAMES, GIVEAWAYS, PHOTO BOOTH
- GRATAM TEJAS GNESHIEN 
  MUSIC
- JAMES AND THE GIANT CUPCAKE
- JORDAN ROTHSTEIN, BODY TECHNICIAN 
  MASSAGE
- LAKE MERIÇE DENTAL 
  GAMES & GIVEAWAYS
- LEPORT SCHOOL EMERYVILLE
- MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
- NO ONE 
  LIVE PAINTING
- OAKLAND FITNESS COMPANY 
  INTERACTIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
- OAKLAND RECYCLES 
  INTERACTIVE FUN
- RACHEL BIBLE’S PARENTING COUNSELING
  THE REC ROOM 
  GAMES & CRAFTS
- RIVEROPOLIS 
  INTERACTIVE PLAY RIVER
- ROCK THE BIKE
- SANT COLUMBA MARTIAL ARTS PROGRAM/ 
  OAKLAND KAJUKENBO
- SOUR MIND / BODY 
  CLASSES & DEMONSTRATIONS
- SPORTS BASEMENT 
  INTERACTIVE FUN
- TANTRIK BENSEKO’S ONLINE WRITING ACADEMY
- TRIM ON SAN PABLO
  WALK OAKLAND BIKE OAKLAND

SOUTH ZONE

- ALAMEDA COUNTY REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
  VOTER REGISTRATION & INTERACTIVE PUN
- CALIFORNIA STATE BAPTIST CONVENTION
  GAMES & GIVEAWAYS
- CALIFORNIA UNICYCLE ASSOCIATION
- CARPEDIEM MANDINGAS 
  DANCE & SONG
- BIKETOPIA COMMUNITY WORKSHOP 
  BIKE CHECK UP STAND
- DRAWING WITH A SEWING MACHINE
- FIREHOUSE ART COLLECTIVE
- FRANCFONPHONE CHARTER SCHOOL OF OAKLAND
- GENJE BY MAHIHINDRA 
  TEST DRIVE ELECTRIC BIKES
- MUSIC STAGE
- OAKLAND URBAN PATHS NEIGHBORHOOD HISTORY
- EXPLORING IIT ROOM START AT THE RUBBER DUCKY
- RUBBER DUCKY ART CAR
- SERENDIPITY HAIR SALON
  GIVEAWAYS GIVEAWAYS
- SIDDIQ AHMAD ASHRAM
- STICKY ART LAB
- STUDIO NAGA 
  MORTAL ARTS DEMONSTRATION

FOOD COURT & PICNIC AREA

- DOC’S CLASSIC
- PRICKLY PIG
- EBBETT’S GOOD TO GO
- THEE S CAFE
- FIST OF FLOUR PIZZA CO.

PARTNERS

- MAIN STAGE
  JAMIE PIERSON & DAVID STREET
  11:30 WELCOME
  CHRIS HWANG, BOARD PRESIDENT
  WILKIE OAKLAND BIKE OAKLAND
  11:45 DESTINY JUNIOR COMPANY
  DESTINY ARTS CENTER, OAKLAND
  12:00 GREEN ASH BAND
  BLUESY FOLK, BERKELEY
- 12:45 STRANGEL TOVE LABS
  FUNKY FOLK/POP, OAKLAND
- 1:15 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS & REMARKS
  ELECTED OFFICIALS, SPONSORS
- 1:45 SALT’S GREENHOUSE
  FUNK/TOK, OAKLAND
- 3:00 TAYLOR WIND
  HIP HOP/ROCK, SOUTH BERKELEY

SPONSORS

- MAIN STAGE
- JAMIE PIERSON & DAVID STREET

SUPPORTERS

- MAIN STAGE
- JAMIE PIERSON & DAVID STREET

TEAM FUNDRAISERS

- MAIN STAGE
- JAMIE PIERSON & DAVID STREET

CONTESTS

- MAIN STAGE
- JAMIE PIERSON & DAVID STREET

CITY OF OAKLAND
- EAST BAY EXPRESS
- CITY OF BERKELEY
- OAKLAND BAY AREA EMBASSY